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With the development of modern digital technique, computers have been widely used to monitor and control in retrofitting traditional industries. In Chinese coal industry, some analog monitoring and control systems have been replaced by the modern computer digital systems. According to the development status of Chinese coal industry, this paper presents some technique and its applications of modern digital computer monitoring and control for safety mining production process. The technique has been used in the full digital monitoring and automation control for hoists, coal mining machines, belt transport machines, and whole coal mining production process. With the technique, it has been achieved the better economical and social benefits in safety mining production in China.

Introduction

With the development of modern digital technique, computers have been widely used to monitor and control in retrofitting traditional industries. In Chinese coal industry, some analog monitoring and control systems have been replaced by the modern computer digital systems, such as, full digital monitoring and automation operation control technique and applications for hoists, digital monitoring technique for safety operation of coal mining machines of coal mine, digital monitoring technique for underground belt transport machines of coal mine and digital monitoring technique for production processes of coal mine based on information network.

According to the development status of Chinese coal industry, this paper presents some technique and its applications of modern digital computer monitoring and control for safety mining production process. The technique has been used in the full digital monitoring and automation control for hoists, coal mining machines, belt transport machines, and whole coal mining production process. With the technique, it has been achieved the better economical and social benefits in safety mining production in China.

Full digital monitoring and automation operation control technique and applications for hoists

Development and status of mine hoist in China

Mine hoist is the key equipment of mine production process. The control system with good performance of hoist is the important factor of assuring mine production capability and security.

Early in 50s–60s, mine hoists in China was AC hoist driven by AC machines, such as wound-field asynchronous motors. Since 70s, some DC hoists have been used, driven by G-M (generator-motor). In the early 70s, the DC hoist fed by thyristor converters was first imported from ASEA Company. Since 80s some mine hoists controlled by digital computer systems have been developed and imported, such as full digital DC hoists fed by converter and AC hoists fed by cycloconverters.

DC hoists driven by DC motors fed by converters have good control performance and widely used in mining engineering area in China. With the development of computer control technique, the computer control system of mine hoist is replacing for the analog control system, and is becoming the important symbol of modern coal mine in China. For AC hoists, the full digital ac-ac cycloconverter control system have been used in mine hoists.

Constitute of full digital control system for mine hoists

The control system of a modern mine hoist can be divided into following subsystems: speed regulating system, position control system, monitoring system, brake control system, loading/unloading system and shaft signal system. The basic constitute of full digital control system for mine hoists is shown in Figure 1.

In DC hoist control system (shown as Figure 1), according to winding signals, PLC unit sends operation instructions. The control system for travel, speed and current implements travel calculation, motor speed control and current regulation. The whole control process is achieved by computer digital units. The applied results are shown that the whole control system of hoist has good control performances and meets the requirements of safety production for coal mine in China. The operation characteristics of a winding cycle for mine hoist is shown in Figure 2.

Intelligent monitoring for mine hoist

According to the operation technology of mine hoist an implement scheme of full digital computer automation
operation of fault inspection and intelligent monitoring is proposed in this paper.

In term of fault characteristics, the classification of fault for reliable operation is studied. The operation monitoring for safety is carried out, including the monitoring of over-speed, continuous speed, speed point by point, slip rope, and signals from different speed measurement. The full automatic secure operation and protection for mine hoist is implement. It is shown from site operation results that the scheme suggested in this paper has good operation characteristics and meets the requirement of the operation technology of mine hoist.

The fault processing of system is carried out by fault program, i.e. fault processing package. Through the synthesis from the external fault information of control system and faults inspected by internal monitoring program, these faults are classified, and processed by different types of faults and operation status of hoist.

According to the fault types, system faults can be divided into three types:
- light fault, or alarm fault
- heavier fault, or decreasing speed and then stop fault for hoist in operation
- heavy fault (worst fault), or emergency stop for hoist in any operation status.

For light fault, if position in stop, hoist is not allowed to start, and the alarm signal is sent out. If in operation, hoist can be continuously operated until this operation cycle is ended, then alarm signal is sent out, and hoist can not be allowed to operation before the fault is removed.

For heavier fault, if position in stop, hoist is not allowed to open brake, and DC breaker is off. If in operation, hoist must be decreased, braked and stopped, then DC breaker is off.

For heavy fault (worst fault), if position in stop, hoist is not allowed to open brake, and DC breaker and AC breaker are off. If in operation, DC breaker and AC breaker must first be off, and then hoist must be braked and stopped.

The fault processing package deals with the faults mentioned above according to the fault characteristics and the operation status of hoist, and makes the decision of fault processing. Additionally, The package can also record and show for faults in order to maintain hoist and remove faults in time. The related information is sent to super PC machine.

The intelligent monitoring system implemented by this project has the following features.
- The given travel distance is controlled by the level selection signal determined by PLC outputs. The maximum speed and maximum acceleration are determined by operation modes and actual travel distance and actual speed.
- The travel measurement package is mainly used to measure and compute the actual position of hoisting vessel, such as cage. By fixing axial and rope encoders, the pulse signals of these encoders are counted, and the actual position is computed out by computer. For decreasing errors of counting processes, the synchronous switches fixing in shaft tube are used to correct the pulse signals. Additionally, for the reasons of compensating the losses of friction foils and the stretching and twisting of wire rope, the self-adaptive coefficient correction is used.
- The closed-loop speed regulation is controlled by following speed reference value from the given travel position value or speed operation handle and synthesizing the actual speed feedback signal.
- The armature current closed-loop regulation and pulse triggering is controlled by the given current reference.
The main research contents of digital monitoring for coal mining machines of coal mine are as follows:

1. **The monitoring program of system** is used in the operation status monitoring of whole hoist system, including speed and position. The speed monitoring includes the monitoring of over-speed, continuous speed, speeds point by point, slip rope, and signals from different speed measurement sources. The position monitoring includes the monitoring of over-winding, synchronous positions, computed positions from pulses of two different encoders.

2. **Fault diagnosis for driving induction motors.**

**Digital monitoring technique for safety operation of coal mining machines of coal mine**

It is a main feature of coal mining machine development of 1990s to monitor online the operation status of the machines and diagnose the faults in operation using computer digital technique. At present, the systems of status monitoring and fault diagnosis in the core of computer are widely used in coal mining machines with electrical traction in China. With the varied signal sensors, such as, voltage, current, traction force, position, directions, pressure, speed, temperature sensors, etc. With these sensors and monitoring system, the good operation status of coal mining machines can be exactly got and described. Because of using this advanced technique, some satisfactory development and progress are made in safety production of coal mine in China. Some principles and system constitution of digital monitoring technique for safety operation of coal mining machines of coal mine are introduced in this paper.

**Main contents of digital monitoring for coal mining machines of coal mine**

The main research contents of digital monitoring for coal mining machines of coal mine are as follows:

- Operation status monitoring and fault diagnosis system
- Fault diagnosis for driving induction motors.

**Constitute and applications of monitoring system for coal mining machines**

- **Digital monitoring system**—This part is constituted of several computers fixed on coal mining machines. It has the features of data acquiring, processing, storing, transmitting, and displaying.

  - **Operation instruction and protection unit**—The important task of operation status monitoring and fault diagnosis system is to give some operation instructions and have necessary protection features.
  - **Fault diagnosis unit**—Generally, The practical values from measurement units are compared with set values. Then through logic judgment, some display and warning signals are given.
  - **Signal unit**—With this unit, some monitoring data, display and warning signals are shown.

The typical application of monitoring system for coal mining machines is shown in Figure 3.

**Digital monitoring technique for underground belt transport machines of coal mine**

**Status and development of underground belt transport machines for coal mine**

Since 1980s, underground belt transport machines have become the main tools of underground coal transportation for coal mines of high production with high efficiency in China. It plays an important role for the automation and safety operation of belt transport machines in coal mining production. DCS (distributed control system) is used in the integrated control system of belt transport machines, allocated with the industry TV sets and varied protection sensors. Utilizing the optical fibre communication technique, the varied parameters and main part images of the machines can be transmitted to the ground control centre. Thus, the integrated control of the machines can be implemented on the ground. The digital monitoring technique for underground belt transport machines of coal mine has been widely applications in China, and the better economical and social benefits have been achieved.

**Main contents of monitoring system of underground belt transport machines in China**

Main features and properties of monitoring system of underground belt transport machines are as follows:

- **Conforming to requirements of safety mining production for coal mine**—Monitoring installations of underground belt transport machines should be adapt to the wretched environment of having the dangers of gas and coal dust explosion underground coal mine.
- **Control features**—Monitoring system has the features of control, protection, communication, and signal comprehension. Operation modes have: off-line/manual, on-line/monitoring, programming, half-automation and remote control modes.

**Applications of monitoring system of underground belt transport machines in China**

In the monitoring system of underground belt transport machines in China, the computer system on ground control...
department shows on real-time operation status of underground belt transport machines, prints various data and tables, connects with the whole mine computer network, and sends the suggestion signal and warning signals.

The whole monitoring system consists of following parts.
- Computer control unit
- Signal, sample, transmitting and processing unit
- Figure display unit
- Control unit
- Signal monitoring unit.

Now, the monitoring system of underground belt transport machines has widely used in coal mine in China. Basically, non-person is on duty for monitoring underground belt transport machines of some coal mine in China.

Monitoring technique and applications of mine production processes based on information network technique

Basic frame of monitoring system for mine production processes

Basic objects of monitoring system for mine production processes are as follows:
- Implementing multi-media computer network under the leadership of mine network administration centre
- Implementing the information acquiring of safety production dispatching, automatic processing of information transmitting, meeting the requirements of coal mine to information quality and quantity and processing speed, and assuring the integrity, accuracy, safety and trustiness of data, to achieve the sharing of information resources
- Integrating to safety production, sale administration, and other type monitoring system
- Supply the support and design reference for leadership administration level with computer analysis, comprehension, and helping design.

Monitoring technique and applications of mine production processes based on information network technique

The safety production is the most important task for coal mine. The safety monitoring is the one of most measures to prevent against accidents in coal mine. It is very necessary to integrate a safety network system with safety information and implement the network administration, to achieve sharing information, implementing modernization dispatching and commanding and monitoring and controlling for safety production.

The advanced monitoring technique of coal mine production processes is adopted to advanced installation technique and management experience and based on modern management. It is built with integrating multi-media computer technique and video-frequency technique, containing the comprehensive managing information system of safety production, picture transmitting, marketing analysis and optimization.

The typical application of coal mine production processes based on information network is shown in Figure 4.

Conclusions

According to the development status of Chinese coal industry, this paper presents some technique and its applications of modern digital computer monitoring and control for safety mining production process. The technique has been used in the full digital monitoring and automation control for hoists, coal mining machines, belt transport machines, and whole coal mining production process. With the technique, it has been achieved the better economical and social benefits in safety mining production in China.
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Figure 4. The monitoring system of high-production and high-benefit coal mines in China